
 

TERRA INSTEAD OF TERROR 

VisionQuest means: Landscape is Soul!                                                                 

 

If you fully yield yourself to the wilderness of 'Madre Terra` for just three or four days, your SOUL will 

recognize itself in her green face! You will find her vitality and harmony mirrored in yourself.  

this is an invitation to experience your own awakening to the natural reality, from the terror of the 

everyday Nightmare of ´Normality`.  

The grey madness of the suicidal culture we seem to be forced to live by, will slip off from your face! You 

will shed your skin and the bitter Illusion that makes you think not being sacred, not worthy and good 

enough to take your place in a human society, will fall off of you, drift away like a withering leaf.... 

. VisionQuest - the Ultimate Experiential Adventure! 

... come, and experience an absolutely unique, three/four days of healing,  alone.... 

When we turn back to the earth, Madre Terra, the rhythms of our whole being change. The rediscovery of 

our Roots and Wings becomes the beginning and end of our being and infuses new drive to our doing. This 

path leads back to the envelopment with the green dress of the earth. You arrive again in your natural 

state of body, mind and soul.  

Find yourself ON FIRE. See the change of your face in the mirror of Nature. Feel the resurrection of your 

Soul.  

THAT is YOU: Sacred Child of the Sacred Earth. 

You are at home here, belonging, indigenous and unique. You are needed, in your glow, your tenderness, 

your understanding, your poetry... Mother Earth has invited you to dance with her, on her, and tune into 

her eternal melody. Your genes now this song, it´s rhythm, its pacing: You are truly indie-genius! 

You experience how the earth carries you in unheard silence. You can let go, merge, find your way back to 

the primal element of stillness within you. Some call it meditation, some call it presence, some:  

THE CALLING  ...is it the song sung by the wind in the branches of mighty trees, the solid ancient boulders, 

the glaciers in the sky? Brother wind, breath of all life. 

Be welcome home, where you originated and where you will always return.   

Indigenous to Earth Terra Mater 

And when you light and tend your small, sacred fire, you hear crackling, how the light arises, how it 

penetrates into the burning wood and opens it, EMBRACING and TRANSFORMING - as you yourself renew 

yourself in this time of the Solo of being AllOne from the ground up!  

Wilderness, your best friend! 

A new approach, a new understanding, a new condition, fresh beginnings and a resurrected, unbroken 

trust will change and nourish your life forever... welcome in the family of the Courageous Pilgrims. 
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